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HARVEY’S THESIS
BOLD

Professor of medieval economics’ humorous tale
LIGHT

Black Knight Bull Market

Drastic
INSIDER TRADING
MEDIUM

ULTRA

REGULAR

Dastardly Merlin indicted on 39 counts

Camelot Sold
BLACK

HISTORIAN CRINGES
THIN

MEDIUM

Rewrites textbook in a ﬁt of annoyance

25th edition
LIGHT

BLACK

Copy editors, fact checkers, and pressmen refuse

LOST KNOWLEDGE
MEDIUM

LIGHT

UNIVERSITY PUBLISHING TRAGEDY
ULTRA

In 1994 Apple® asked David Berlow for “a future gothic” to replace Chicago®, their system font. Now
called Charcoal®, the design released with Mac® OS 8 in 1996. Through operating system bundles it
found its way into every form of design. Released from constraint, Berlow designed FB Truth, a radical
series with a spectrum of seven weights. Like its forbear, FB Truth opens new design avenues; fb 2005
7 STYLES: THIN, LIGHT, REGULAR, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK, AND ULTRA WEIGHTS
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LIGHT WITH MEDIUM 8.5 point

MEDIUM WITH BLACK 8.5 point

GRUMPY WIZARDS MAKE TOXIC BREWS FOR THESE
EVIL QUEENS & JACKS. LAZY MOVER QUIT HARDEN
packing these papier-mâché jewelry boxes. Back
at my quaint garden: jaunty zinnias vie with ﬂaunt
phlox. Hark! 4,872 toxic jungle water vipers quiet
drop on zebras for meals! New farm hand (picked
just sixty quinces) proves strong but lazy. For only
about $65.99, jolly housewives made “inexpensive”
meals using quick-frozen vegetables. Jaded zomb
acted quaintly but kept driving their 31 oxen afore
At my grand prix, J. Blatz was equally viliﬁed forth
his funkier ways. My grandfather spent his days
quickly carving wax buzzards, mostly from at
junk. When we go back to Juarez, Mexico, do
we ﬂy over picturesque Arizona? Murky hazes
enveloped city as jarring quakes broke forty-one
windows. Pack my boxes with ﬁve dozen liquored
jugs. Will Major Douglas be expected to take thins
true/false quiz very soon? A mad boxer shot one
other quick, gloved jab to the jaw of his dizzy pop.
Just work for improved basic techniques to maxo
your typing skills. The jukebox music puzzled them
gentle visitors from a quaint valley town. Nancine

GRUMPY WIZARDS MAKE TOXIC BREWS FOR THE
EVIL QUEENS & JACKS. LAZY MOVERS QUIT HARD
quit hard packing of the papier-mâché jewel
box. Back at my quaint garden: jaunty zinnia
vie with ﬂaunting phlox. Hark! 487 toxic jung
water vipers quietly drop on zebras for meal!
New farm hand (picking just sixteen quinces)
proves strong but lazy. For only about $65.99,
jolly housewives made “inexpensive” meals
using quick-frozen vegetables. Jaded zombie
acted quaintly but kept driving their 31 oxen
forward. At my grand prix, J. Blatz was equal
villiﬁed for his funky ways. My grandfathers
spent their day quickly carving wax buzz,
mostly from junk. When we go back tows
Juarez, Mexico, do we ﬂy over pictures of
Arizona? Murky haze enveloped a city as jars
quake broke forty-six windows. Pack my box
with ﬁve dozen liquor jugs. Will Major Dougis
be expected to take this true/false quiz very
soon? A mad boxer shot another quick, glove
jab to the jaw of his dizzy opponent. Just work
for improved basic techniques to maximizing
BOLD 8.5 point

REGULAR WITH BOLD 8.5 point

GRUMPY WIZARDS MAKE TOXIC BREWS FOR THEIR
EVIL QUEENS & JACKS. LAZY MOVER QUIT HARDEN
packing of the papier-mâché jewelry boxes. Bah
at my quaint garden: jaunty zinnias vie with ﬂow
phlox. Hark! 4,872 toxic jungle water vipers quie
drop on zebras for meals! New farm hand (picks
just six quinces) proves strong but lazy. For only
about $65, jolly housewives made “inexpensive”
meals using a quick-frozen vegetable. Jadedly,
zombies acted quaintly but kept driving their 31
oxen forward. At my grand prix, J. Blatz was not
equally villiﬁed for his funky ways. My grandpa
spent his day quickly carving wax buzzards,
mostly from junk. When we go back to Juan
do we ﬂy over picturesque Arizona? Murkier
haze enveloped a city as jarring quakes broken
forty-six windows. Pack my box with ﬁve dozen
liquor jugs. Will Major Douglas be expected tow
take this true/false quiz very soon? A mad boxer
shot another quick, gloved jab to the jaws of his
dizzy opponent. Just work for improved basicly
techniques to maximize your typing skills. These
jukebox music puzzled a gentle visitor from out

GRUMPY WIZARDS MAKE TOXIC BREWS FORTH
THE EVIL QUEENS & JACKS. LAZY MOVER QUITS
hard packing off the papier-mâché jewelry
boxes. Back at my quainter garden: jauntily
zinnias vie with ﬂaunting phlox. Hark! 4,872
toxic jungle water vipers quietly drop upon
zebras for meals! New farm hand (picking
just sixteen quinces) proves strong but lazy.
For only about $653, jolly housewives made
“inexpensive” meals using quick-frozen veg
Jaded zombies acted quaintly but kept drive
BLACK 8.5 point

GRUMPY WIZARDS MAKE TOXIC BREWS FOR
THE EVIL QUEENS & JACKS. LAZY MOVER QUI
hard packing of the papier-mâché jewels
boxes. Back at my quaint garden: jauntily
zinnias vie with ﬂaunting phlox. Hark! 412
toxic jungle water vipers quietly drop on
zebras for meals! New farm hand (picking
just sixty quinces) proves strong but lazy.
For only about $65, jolly housewives mad
“inexpensive” meals using quickly-frozen
vegetables. Jaded zombies acted quaintly
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